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This case concerns the equitable distribution of prearranged overtime among
employees in like classifications at the Napa headquarters in 1989.

Local Investigating Committee records demonstrate an equitable distribution
of prearranged overtime by classification in the Napa headquarters prior to
October 1989. At that time, a number of employees from the Napa headquar-
ters were sent to assist in earthquake restoration efforts in San Fran-
cisco. Employees were offered the opportunity to work based on their posi-
tion on the prearranged overtime list.

Somewhat at issue was whether or not the crews sent to assist with earth-
quake restoration should have been returned to Napa and replaced with other
Napa crews in order to better equalize the prearranged overtime by year
end.

The Pre-Review Committee has agreed in prior cases that Section 208.16 does
not require overtime to be equal among classifications. It does require
that the overtime be distributed as equally as is practicable. In this
case the justification for the imbalance of prearranged hours is clear.
Crews were sent to San Francisco and when they returned, they had more
overtime hours than other employees in their headquarters. An examination
of the records indicates that with one exception the employees that worked
in San Francisco did not work any additional prearranged overtime for the
balance of the year. The fact that their hours were greater than other
employees was a result of the other employees' inability to catch up due
to the lack of additional overtime opportunities.



As alluded to above, the only potential inequity in this case was the 4.25
hour overtime assignment on December is, 1989 worked by Fitter Steven
Walsh. The Committee is unable to determine the reason for this assignment
to Walsh instead of grievant Brandlin and leaves that determination to the
Local Investigating Committee. With this possible exception, the Committee
agrees that the prearranged overtime was distributed as equally as practi-
cable.

On the above basis, this case is returned to the Local Investigating Com-
mittee to determine if any adjustment is in order for the December is, 1989
assignment. The Local Investigating Committee is requested to forward a
copy of their findings and resolution to the Pre-Review Committee.
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We have determined that no adjustment is in order for the 4.25 hour over-
time assignment worked by Fitter Steven Walsh on December 15. 1989. Mr.
Walsh was assigned the overtime assignment because Mr. Brandlin had not
signed the POT list.
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